Typical Section - Spans 4'-0" thru 12'-0"

**External Sealing Band Schematic**

**Notes:**
1. The inside and outside surfaces of the RCB roof shall be marked "Top".
2. M. Minimum shall equal the wall thickness. M. maximum shall be 8" for spans over 4' and 14" for spans over 8'.
3. Quantities are approximate and for design purposes only.
4. For design and details not shown see Standard Plan D48.
5. For external sealing band applications see Standard Plan D48B.
6. Soil pressures shown are factored per ASSTLI L460 and include soil weight of fill over box, self weight of box and live load where applicable.

**Schematic**

**Table**

- **Span:** 4'-0" to 12'-0"
- **External Sealing Band Width:**
  - 6'-0" to 8'-0"
  - 10'-0" to 12'-0"

**Table Notes:**
- The accuracy or completeness of scanned or agents shall not be responsible for the State of California or its officers.

**State of California**
**Department of Transportation**
**Precast Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert**

**No Scale**

**D83A**